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Contact Information

Nittany Consulting Group  Small Business 
Development Center
Carlee Delp    Linda Feltman
(610) 960-0402    (814) 880-9288
carleedelp@gmail.com   lcf8@psu.edu 

Account Executive
Gina Franz
(484) 477-9210
gina.franz15@gmail.com

Account Associates
Chellsy Costello
(215) 933-9627
chellsycostello@gmail.com

Caitlin Kennedy
(610) 574-0492
caitlinkennedy37@gmail.com

Kendall Mar
(916) 307-7023
kendallmar38@gmail.com

Jackie Zakon
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(617) 529-0470
jzakon12@gmail.com

Client Summary
The Small Business Development Center was founded in 1997. This 
organization aims to guide entrepreneurs in Central Pennsylvania to successful 
businesses through education and information. The SBDC provides 
individualized consulting for more than 500 clients annually. 

The Nittany Consulting Group is a student organization offering free services 
to hopeful entrepreneurs and opportunities to aspiring consultants.

Mission:

“The Nittany Consulting Group (NCG) is an organization in the Smeal College of 
Business at The Pennsylvania State University whose primary goal is to prepare 
students for a career in the consulting industry through real world consulting 
experience, case study workshops, networking opportunities, and professional 
guidance.”
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Target Audience

The Nittany Consulting Group and Small Business Development Center’s main 
goal is to provide free business consulting for people with new business ideas 
as well as local small businesses. Our team helped target Penn State students 
with an interest in starting their own business or who have a business idea who 
are seeking consulting services.  To specifically target this audience, NCG and 
SBDC hold office hours every Tuesday and Thursday from 4-5pm in Kunkle 
Lounge. Additionally both NCG and SBDC allow for people to make 
appointments online to meet with consultants at a time that better fits their 
busy schedules.

Goals and Objectives
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SBDC Overall Goal: Increase client traffic for SBDC. 

• Objective: Increase awareness of SBDC’s consulting services and what 
they can do for student entrepreneurs to help with real-life 
progression and experience

• Tactics: Press release, flyers, chalking, involvement with/supporting other 
events (Daymond John)

NCG Goals

1. Increase awareness about NCG and its services, mainly office hours in 
Kunkle Lounge

• Objective: Spread the word

• Tactics: Press releases, fliers, chalking, collateral marketing material 
informational table and events similar to Daymond John event.

2.  Increase traffic in office hours

• Objective: Find and contact the right people

• Tactics: Researched media outlets to find students/entrepreneurs who 
would be interested in NCG’s services. We contacted and supplied 
them with information about NCG. Furthermore, we kept an eye on all 
those tweeting at Daymond John when he came to Penn State, and set 
up a table at the event with flyers and a signup sheet for Kunkle 
Lounge office hours.

• Objective: Make office hours more known among PSU general community

• Again, press releases, flyers and chalking in classrooms also spread the 
word about NCG’s office hours
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3. Increase and improve NCG’s presence online

• Objective: Improve website

• Tactics: We critiqued their website and wrote blogs for them to post. The 
end result was a more cohesive and clear website with more 
information of greater substance (like the blogs).

• Objective: Increase presence on social media

• Tactics: We created social media plans for their social media accounts 
consisting of hashtags. We also taught them how to interact with the 
public in order to make a greater presence.

4. Restructure NCG

• Objective: Understand where NCG was and understand how to reach their 
full potential.

• Tactic: We started off by making strategic action plans for them to be 
able to see where they are, where they want to be, how to get there, 
and obstacles. This allowed us to focus on the parts of NCG that were 
confusing to the public or that could be improved, such as the 
organizational structure. We developed a business model for them.

• Tactic: Set up evaluation system for clients to provide feedback to NCG in 
order to continue to improve
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SWOT Analysis
SWOT Analysis for NCG

STRENGTHS: The Nittany Consulting Group has a big advantage by being the 
only free consulting club on Penn State’s campus. It offers free business 
consulting for whatever stage of planning the individual is at for his or her idea.  
It is a unique service to offer because many other places require fees, and the 
NCG allows you to gain knowledge about what the next step is from skilled 
professionals without cost. The NCG website is also a big strength for the club 
because it is well presented and professional.

WEAKNESSES:  The NCG is mostly unknown by the student body. On a campus 
of this size, NCG should have much more of a presence. The unfortunate thing 
is that the student body doesn’t show much interest in this service. It is not a 
service that a majority of students need, only entrepreneurs with an idea. This 
allows other clubs to be on student’s radar while garners a small amount of 
interest.

OPPORTUNITIES:  The NCG can use the large campus size to their advantage by 
posting flyers and creative advertising everywhere they can. Posting flyers in 
under-populated areas may make the advertisements stand out more to 
students. The NCG could also inquire about partnering with other groups or 
organizations to spread the word on campus or downtown. They could even 
reach out to successful past alumni to come back and help endorse NCG 
through presentations to bring awareness and create more publicity. 

THREATS: A major threat would be the potential lack of clients coming into 
Kunkle for office hours. Without clients, there would be no need for the NCG. 
Keeping clients interested is definitely something that always needs to be 
worked on. 
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SWOT Analysis for SBDC

STRENGTHS: A major strength the SBDC has in this current society is their use 
of all types of social media. Every type is clearly listed on their website with 
specific links to each. The SBDC also offers multiple seminars each month that 
is open for anyone to attend with the required fee. Another SBDC strength is 
their Success Stories. They are well-written pieces that show potential clients 
exactly how the SBDC made something successful. The SBDC has a wide variety 
of clients and the list is impressive to potential clients because they have 
worked with so many different types of businesses. 

WEAKNESSES: Again, not many students are aware of the SBDC and what they 
have to offer just like the NCG. Another shared weakness is that business 
consulting isn’t a service in high-demand amongst the student body. Also, 
because the SBDC has many real-world and established clients, students may 
not be completely aware that they offer a lot of beneficial help for students as 
well. 

OPPORTUNITIES: Just like the NCG, the SBDC has the opportunity to capitalize 
on campus by posting flyers and other visuals everywhere possible. It is an easy 
and relatively cheap way to get the word out. The SBDC can also reach out to 
current and past clients to hold free, interesting presentations and lectures 
making the student body more aware of their services and existence. 

THREATS: A threat the SBDC should be aware of is not marketing enough to the 
student body. Students may take their ideas elsewhere that offer the same 
services. These clubs probably have the student body as their target market 
which may become a more sought out option.
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Daymond John Event
WHO: Daymond John is best known for being one of five “sharks” on ABC’s hit 
show, Shark Tank.  However, many people do not know that he got his start 
selling hats in Queens, NY.  John soon turned his small side job into a multi-
million dollar clothing brand, FUBU (For Us By Us).

WHAT/WHEN: Penn State’s Student Programming Association (SPA) booked 
John to speak on March 25 which drew in a crowd of eager and ambitious 
student’s some of whom had the opportunity to pitch their “million dollar ideas” 
to Daymond himself.  

WHY: NCG and SBDC decided to take full advantage of this opportunity in order 
to reach out to their target audience: entrepreneurs.  SBDC had a table set up in 
the lobby of the auditorium and our team interacted with students as they 
walked in and out by handing out NCG flyers and inviting them to sign up for 
an NCG e-mail list.

GOALS: Our team along with NCG and SBDC, hoped to make students aware of 
the services that they offer and to gain interest from entrepreneurs attending 
the event.

RESULTS: By the end of the event, we had about 16 people signed up for the e-
mail list and had handed out all of our flyers.  Most importantly, we felt we had 
achieved our goal of spreading awareness about the services that NCG/SBDC 
offer.  Following the event, NCG’s consultants reported back to us that they had 
an increase in foot traffic to their office hours.  Additionally, we sent our 
personal e-mails to entrepreneurs we felt showed the most promise including 
the creators of Lion Partynet and Motivational Apparel (MOAP).
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For the Future
Both NCG and SBDC will receive a press kit complete with the following items to 
aid them in future consulting endeavors.

- Feedback Survey
- Contacts
- Outline of Services
- Information Form
- Social Media Overview
- Flow Chart
- General Pitch Letter
- General Press Release
- Fact Sheets
- Beginning of each semester tips
- Flyer
- Contact Information
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Her Campus Media Hit
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“If you or someone you know at Penn State has a million-
dollar idea, The Nittany Consulting Group and the SBDC can 
help you by offering free business consulting in Kunkle 
Lounge every Tuesday and Thursday from 4-5 pm. You 
never know, you could be the next Daymond John!”
   -Chellsy Costello, HerCampus

Business Insider Media Hit
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